3M Reusable
Coverall 50425
™

Providing the quality and comfort your team
deserve. The 3M™ Reusable Coverall 50425
offers CE Simple non-hazardous protection
in a reusable, robust and comfortable garment.

3M™ Reusable Coverall 50425
The 3M™ Reusable Coverall 50425 provides user and garment protection
in a wide variety of environments and situations. Extremely comfortable,
it is made from a lightweight, breathable polyester.
The coverall has wide leg openings with adjustable hook and loop straps around
the ankle, making it easy to put on and remove, even when wearing boots.

Typical Applications
ŔŔ Paint spraying
(water based paint,
non-hazardous)

ŔŔ Dusting, sanding
and polishing

ŔŔ General body and
mechanical work
and preparation

ŔŔ Cleaning and area
maintenance

Features and benefits:
ŔŔ Two-piece hood with toggle for head protection & adjustable fit
ŔŔ Robust, two-way zipper covered by a protective stormflap. Storm flap has
hook & loop fasteners for a secure yet reusable closure
ŔŔ Knitted cuffs for secure yet comfortable fit
ŔŔ Three pockets, two on the front and one on the back
ŔŔ Hook & Loop fasteners on ankles for an adjustable encapsulating fit
ŔŔ Triangle acts as a vented back panel for extra comfort & reduced heat stress
ŔŔ Front pockets provide easy two-way access to the wearer’s clothes and
pockets beneath the coverall
ŔŔ Integrated knee pads offer users both added comfort and protection when
working in a kneeling position
ŔŔ Robust 67gsm material
ŔŔ Anti-static treated material to prevent nuisance discharges
ŔŔ Low-linting
ŔŔ CE simple, suitable for non hazardous jobs such as spray painting with
water based paints
ŔŔ Available in grey with a blue triangular back panel
ŔŔ Available in sizes Medium to 2XL

Fabric material
The 3M reusable coverall 50245 is made
from a breathable, comfortable yet robust
polyester material. The woven fibres offer
strength whilst the antistatic treatment
minimises static discharge during wear.

Seam Technology
Seams are serged
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